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Macro economy Highlight: Deflation for 2 Quarters
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 Nominal GDP Growth Slowed to 3.5% yoy in 3Q.23 because GDP Deflator continuously dropped 1.4% yoy.

China GDP Related Data

(Source: CEIC, SMDAM) (As of October, 2023)



Macro economy Highlight: Worsening Property Sentiment
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 Property Sentiment did not improve in September even though local governments eased housing regulation.

Property Sentiment Index

(Source: CEIC, SMDAM) (As of September, 2023)



Macro economy: China Outlook
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 Nominal GDP Growth slowed to 3.5% yoy in 3Q because GDP Deflator dropped by 1.4%.

China Economic Outlook

(Source: CEIC, Bloomberg, SMDAM) (As of 24th October, 2023)

(note) Interest rates & foreign exchange rate are at end of period. Other indicators are yoy growth rate. (F): Forecast by SMDAM

2022 2023 2024 1Q22 2Q22 3Q22 4Q22 1Q23 2Q23 3Q23 4Q23 1Q24 2Q24 3Q24 4Q24 2023 2024
(F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F) (F)

Real GDP (%) 3.0 5.2 4.4 4.8 0.4 3.9 2.9 4.9 6.3 4.9 5.1 4.8 4.5 4.3 4.2 5.0 4.5
consumption 1.8 7.5 5.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
investment 3.7 3.9 3.6 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
net exports (contribution) 0.5 -0.5 -0.0 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Nominal GDP (%) 5.3 4.4 4.7 9.0 3.9 6.2 2.9 5.0 4.8 3.5 4.4 4.5 4.8 4.8 4.8 NA NA
GDP deflator (%) 2.4 -0.8 0.3 4.0 3.5 2.2 0.0 0.4 -1.4 -1.4 -0.7 -0.3 0.3 0.5 0.6 NA NA
industrial production (%) 3.6 4.2 4.0 6.5 0.7 4.8 2.7 3.0 4.6 4.2 4.8 4.3 4.1 3.9 3.8 4.3 4.6
PPI inflation (%) 4.1 -3.0 0.5 8.7 6.9 2.5 -1.1 -1.6 -4.6 -3.3 -2.3 -0.7 1.2 1.0 0.7 -3.0 0.8
CPI inflation (%) 2.0 0.4 0.9 1.1 2.3 2.7 1.8 1.3 0.1 -0.1 0.3 0.3 1.1 1.2 1.1 0.5 1.8
7D reverse repo rate (%) 2.00 1.80 1.80 2.10 2.10 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.90 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.70 1.70
1Y MLF rate (%) 2.75 2.50 2.50 2.85 2.85 2.75 2.75 2.75 2.65 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.40 2.40
CNY/USD 6.90 7.33 7.35 6.35 6.70 7.12 6.90 6.87 7.25 7.30 7.33 7.35 7.35 7.35 7.35 7.25 6.90

consensus



Outlook for China A-Share Equity Market (CSI300)
 Ongoing uncertainty around property market and tepid economic recovery are the culprits for downward market.
 Our base case assumes market recovery in 12 month timeframe as we started to observe early sign of economic 

stability in PPI and PMI as well as government stimulus policies.
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CSI300 Price Outlook
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(Source: Bloomberg, SMDAM)(Date: As of 27th October, 2023)



12 month forward EPS forecast for CSI300
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 Earnings Expectation remains lackluster YTD.
 In the near term, earnings expectation is expected to be bottoming owing to some sings of macro stability. And 

due partly to low base, in 1 year time frame, earnings growth is estimated.

CSI300 12M Forward EPS

(yy/mm)



Earnings multiples* for CSI300: China A Share Market is cheap
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* Price-to-earnings ratio based on 12 month forward EPS
 12 month forward PER stands at 10.4 times, which is below its Long Term Average. 
 We expect there still remains upside for multiples assuming more clarity in policy stimulus and economic 

bottoming.
Price to Earnings Ratio for CSI300
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Stock Connect
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(mm/yy)

 In August-October 2023, Stock Connect saw outflow from Mainland China. 
 Higher Geopolitical Tension, Tepid Economic Recovery and higher global yields are the main drivers.

Northbound Stock Connect flow from Hong Kong to Shenzhen / Shanghai



 Earnings Revision is one of the key factors for valuation.
 Early signs of macro economic stability and government stimulus policy is expected to ease earnings downward 

pressure.

Monitoring Point: Earnings revision index* for CSI300
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* (Number of upward revisions – downward revisions) / 
Number of revisions with earnings forecast

Earnings Revision Index and PER

(yy/mm)



Monitoring Point: Property Market 
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 Property Market remains one of the most important industry for Chinese Economy.
 Daily Home transaction # was around 6,800 units per day during 2015 – 2016. In 3Q.2023, transaction is not yet 

showing signs of recovery with average volume remains below 3,000. Stronger supportive Policy is needed for the 
market sentiment recovery. 

Daily New Home Transaction (7 Days Average)



Monitoring Point: Policy Announcement
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(Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, Nikkei, SMDAM)

Manufacturing PMI

Recent Policy Support Announced

 Early signs of economic bottoming has emerged 
supported by government stimulus. 

 Should further signs of economic recovery is 
witnessed, market sentiment is expected to stabilize 
and gradually improve, especially considering the fact 
that CSI300 Index PER is already traded at depressed 
level.

Date Category Contents
27th August Financial Reduced stock transaction tax fee to stimulate equity market
14th September Financials PBOC reduced Reserve Requirement Ratio
15th September Consumption Shenzhen city of Guangdong announced multiple consumption boost measures, including RMB 10k NEV replacement subsidy
28th September Tax Extend Preferential Income Tax measures up to 2027
12th October Technology Country’s Premier Li Qiang urged more efforts to beef up technology to boost industrialization and the application of artificial intelligence
12th October Financial China’s sovereign wealth fund Central Huijin Investment bought stakes in China’s Big Four banks
24th October Financial China’s top parliament has approved 1 trillion yuan sovereign bond issues to support economy
24th October Financial Chinese President Xi Jingping made his first known visit to PBOC



Monitoring Point: Sino-U.S Relation
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(Source: Bloomberg, Reuters, CNN, SMDAM)

China-U.S Development in October

 Worsening relationship between China and U.S has been one of the major factors on depressed China A Share 
valuations.

 In October, however, some early signs of easing tentions between the both parties was witnessed due to their 
gradual efforts. Should this momentum continues, current lower valuation may have some potential to be revised 
up.

Date Contents
(POSITIVE)

5th Washington Post reported that White House has begun making plans for an in-person meeting in San Francisco in November between President Biden and Chinese 
leader Xi Jinping.

26th U.S Treasury Secretary Yellen says the US relationship with China is in a more positive place now after a "dangerous" period.
26th Chinese President Xi Jinping has said China is willing to cooperate with the US as both sides manage their differences and work together to respond to global challenges.
28th Chinese President Xi Jingping and U.S President Joe Biden have agreed to meet in San Francisco
(NEGATIVE)
4th US Commerce Secretary Raimondo said chip breakthrough of Huawei is "incredibly disturbing" and shows US needs "different tools"

17th The U.S. Commerce Department tightened its export controls to keep China from acquiring advanced computer chips that it could use to help develop hypersonic missiles 
and artificial intelligence

23rd Taiwan’s Foxconn, one of Apple’s largest suppliers, is being investigated by authorities in China, according to state media.



General Disclaimer
This material is for general information purposes only without regard to any particular user's investment objectives or financial situation. It is 
educational in nature and should not be interpreted or constituted as an offer, solicitation or recommendation or advice to buy or sell securities 
or pursue any particular investment strategy or investment product in any jurisdiction or country, nor is it a commitment from Sumitomo Mitsui 
DS Asset Management Company, Limited or any of its subsidiaries (“SMDAM Group”) to participate in any of the transactions mentioned herein. 
Any examples used are generic, hypothetical and for illustration purposes only. No representation or promise as to the performance of funds or 
the return on any investment is made. Any forecasts, figures, opinions or investment techniques and strategies set out are for information 
purposes only, and are based on certain assumptions and current market conditions that are subject to change without prior notice. 

The material is correct to the best of our knowledge at the date of issue and subject to change without notice. We do not guarantee its accuracy, 
completeness, fairness or timeliness, and make no representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
statements or any information contained therein and any liability for any error, inaccuracy or omission is expressly disclaimed. This material 
does not contain sufficient information to support an investment decision and it should not be relied upon by you in evaluating the merits of 
investing in any securities or products. Nothing in this material constitutes accounting, legal, regulatory, tax or other advice.

It should be noted that investment involves risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested, and the value of your investment 
may rise or fall. Past performance and yields are not necessarily indicative of current or future results.

This material is issued by the following entities:

In the European Economic Area, this product is not available, nor available to any EEA domiciled investors.

In Japan, by Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management Company, Limited. It is for non-Japanese institutional investors only and is not intended
to offer or solicit investments, provide investment advice or service, or to be considered as disclosure documents under the Financial 
Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.

In the United Kingdom, by Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (UK) Limited. It constitutes a financial promotion for the purposes of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the FCA in the United Kingdom, and is directed at professional 
clients as defined in the FCA Handbook of Rules and Guidance.



General Disclaimer (continued)
In Hong Kong, by Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited. The contents of this material has not been reviewed by the 
Securities and Futures Commission. 

In Singapore, by Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (Singapore) Pte. Ltd. It is only for accredited investors and institutional investors as 
defined in the Securities and Futures Act 2001 (“SFA”). You may wish to seek advice from an independent professional and financial advice 
before investing in any investment, and if you choose not to seek such advice, you should consider carefully whether the investment is suitable 
for you.

In the United States and Canada, by Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (USA) Inc. Some statements contained in this material 
concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other non-historical matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators and 
expectations. These forward-looking statements or opinions of the author speak only as of the date on which they are made, and the Company 
undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and 
uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the statements. The Company and/or its affiliates may or 
may not have a position in any financial instrument mentioned and may or may not be actively trading in any such securities.

The organizations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The content of this material should not be construed 
as a recommendation for their purchase or sale. Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only. This document may not be 
copied, redistributed or reproduced in whole or in part without prior written approval from Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (USA) Inc. 
The content of this document should not be interpreted as a solicitation for business and is intended as background information for professional 
institutional investors only. Please contact us should you require further information. Both Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management Company, 
Limited and Sumitomo Mitsui DS Asset Management (USA) Inc. are registered as investment advisory firms under the US Investment Advisor’s 
Act of 1940.
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approval from SMDAM Group. All rights, titles and interests in this material and any content contained herein are the exclusive properties of 
SMDAM Group, except as otherwise stated. 


